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The idea for this conference was born when its organizers, 
art history, and philosophy students met on a conference in 
Zagreb, where they had a chance to extensively discuss 
possible ways in which we could improve the current state 
of affairs regarding theoretical, social and institutional 
communication between students of the disciplines of phi-
losophy and art history. However, soon we have realized 
that it would be inconsistent of us to limit ourselves only to 
those two academic disciplines so wee soon decided to 
expand the range of the conference to all academic disci-
plines with the aim of understanding and explaining the 
phenomenon of art. Nevertheless, our goal was not implied 
to gather young scholars of different disciplines, but rather 
to organize an event to enable those researchers to better 
understand other disciplines stances, terminology, tools of 
analysis, processes of research etc. Through a series of 
moderate presentations and discussions and also through 
informal conversations and exchange of ideas during three 
days of conference duration. That's how our conference on 
Art got its interdisciplinary character. 

However, we didn’t just want to enable interdisciplinary co-
operation and communication only for those three days. As 
already said besides theoretical and social we also wanted 
to establish an institutional common framework for young 
scholars and because of that we have decided to invite and 
openly call any institution, faculty, university, institute etc. to 
send its members to participate in our goal. In that way, we 
plan to maintain a long-term professional relationship 
among young researchers. That is how our interdisciplinary 
conference on Art got its international character.
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We sincerely hope that our conference will at least contrib-
ute to the creation of common network and framework 
which would enhance the quality of the research of various 
aspects of art.

In the end, we would like to thank Center for Museology and 
Heritology for selfless help in almost all aspects of confer-
ence organization, without which the conference wouldn’t 
be possible. We would also like to thank Faculty of Philoso-
phy for providing us the conference hall of the faculty. And 
of course, we thank all of the expert moderators for their 
time and good will to help us moderate presentations and 
discussions.

Yours,

                 
                       team
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George Gaiko,
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University of Split
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Day 1
9.5.2018.

Introduction

Session I
Moderator: prof. dr Milan Popadić

Session II
Moderator: MA Milena Jokanović

10:00 - 10:10

11:55 - 12:15

12:15 - 12:25

12:25- 12:45

10:45 - 11:05

11:05 - 11:10

11:10 - 11:30

11:30 - 11:35

11:35 - 11:55

Welcome Speech

09:00 - 10:00 Registration of Participants

Keynote Speech, prof. dr Milan Popadić

Marija Stanković, University of Belgrade, Art History
Autonomous act of Zadar group

Discussion

Pause

Iva Jovanović, University of Belgrade, Art History,
Autonomy of photography in art and art institutions

Pause

10:40 - 10:45 Pause

Pause

Natalia Nowińska-Antoniewicz, Nicolaus Copernicus 
University in Torun, Culture Studies
When a sociologist reads comics – (quite) serious research 
on the most unserious of arts

Maja Flajsig, University of Zagreb, Art History, 
Ethnology and Cultural Anthropology
Nada Dimić: Politics of memory in visual production of 
(in)dependent culture

10:10 - 10:40



Session III
Moderator: doc. dr Andrea Ratković

13:30 - 15:00

15:00 - 15:20

15:20 - 15:25

15:25 - 15:45

15:45 - 16:05

12:50 - 13:10

13:10 - 13:30

Marija Čabarkapa, University of Belgrade, Art History, 
Autonomy in art: Can an art piece be independent?

Lunch

Roni Rengel, University of Zagreb, Philosophy
About the relative autonomy of the literary text

Pause

Sarka Lojdova, Charles University in Prague, Aesthetics
The autonomy and oppression of art in Arthur C. Danto’s
 “The Philosophical Disenfranchisement of Art”

Discussion

Discussion

Day 2
10.5.2018.

Session I
Moderator: dr Vladana Putnik Prica

10:00 - 10:20

10:20- 10:25

10:25 - 10:45

10:45 - 10:50

Špela Grošelj, University of Istanbul, Art History
On Neo-Ottoman architecture in Turkey

Pause

Pause

Dušan Milanović, University of Belgrade, History, 
Theory and Aesthetics of Architecture and Visual Arts
Reading of ornament as an integral part of the edifice 
in the second half of 20th century

12:45- 12:50 Pause



Session II
Moderator: MA Dejan Vukelić

10:50 - 11:10

11:40 - 12:00

12:00 - 12:05

12:05 - 12:25

12:25 - 12:30

13:10 - 15:00

11:10 - 11:30

11:30 - 11:40

Discussion

Pause

Dimitra-Kyveli Barmpoudid, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, 
History, Archaeology and History of Art
The example of “Phylax”: Cultural interpretation and
means of representation in Art

Ines Žganec, University of Ljubljana, Art History, 
The role of the American abstract art in Documenta II exhibition

Pause

Pause

12:50 - 13:10 Discussion

12:30 - 12:50 Isidora Dragičević, University of Belgrade, Art History, 
Museum autonomy: Is it possible?

Lunch

Ines Abramović, University of Split, Art History / English Language 
and Literature, 
Autonomy of art, artist and art collectives from politics and 
political context

Session II
Moderator: MA Ana Simona Zelenović

15:00 - 15:20

15:20 - 15:25

15:25 - 15:45

Ragnhild Elisabeth G. Stahl-Nielsen, University of Copenhagen, 
Arts and Cultural Studies
The feminist potential of virtual reality

Pause

Xenia Brown Pallesen, University of Copenhagen, 
Arts and Cultural Studies
The digitalizing of art



Day 3
11.5.2018.

Session I
Moderator: Petar Srdanović

10:00 - 10:20

10:20- 10:25

10:25 - 10:45

10:45 - 10:50

10:50 - 11:10

11:10 - 11:15

11:15 - 11:35

11:35 - 11:55

11:55 - 11:05

Kristina Vasić, University of Belgrade, Psychology,
Autonomy of art

Pause

Pause

Pause

Discussion

Pause

Anders Bille Petersen & Nils Bloch-Sorensen
University of Copenhagen, Arts and Cultural Studies
Kunstangst – Anxiety as a transformative state

Aleksandar Prica, 
University of Belgrade, Philosophy
Hypothetical Intentionalism and Author’s Semantic Intentions

Luka Janeš, University of Zagreb, Philosophy
Autonomy of psychoanalysis between therapy and 
artwork – the being of urban convex represented 
through the fall of Oedipus

15:45 - 15:50

15:50 - 16:10

16:10 - 16:30

Pause

Discussion

Martine Mussies, Independent Researcher 
Zombie Mermaid



12:55 - 13:15

13:15 - 13:25

13:25 - 15:00

15:00 - 15:20

15:20 - 15:25

15:25 - 15:45

15:45 - 15:50

15:50 - 16:10

16:10 - 16:30

16:30 - 16:50

Milica Jovanović & Sonja Glišić,
University of Belgrade, Art History
Autonomy of the aesthetic value of art: from Ingres to Newman

Discussion

Lunch

Pause

Pause

Discussion

Conclusion

Nataša Mijailović, University of Belgrade, Philosophy
Isolationism and Contextualism

Romulo Eisinger Guimaraes, Federal University of Santa Maria/
Friedrich Schiller University of Jena, Philosophy 
How autonomous art can be? About authorship, reception
and socio-historical materiality on artworks

Session II 
Moderator: MA Mina Lukić

12:05 - 12:25

12:25 - 12:30

12:30 - 12:50

12:50 - 12:55

Session III
Moderator: Aleksandar Jevremović

Dorijan Dobrić, University of Belgrade, Philosophy 
Autonomy of Artwork

Noa Morduch-Simonsohn, Bar-Ilan University, 
The Program for Hermeneutics and Cultural Studies
Minimal art, repetition and the claim for autonomy

Pause

Pause

George Gaiko, Oryol State University,
Art and Humanitarian Sciences
End of logocentrism in fine art



Marija Stanković, University of Belgrade

Autonomous act of 
Zadar group 

This paper deals with an interpretation of the moment when 
Zadar group was created. That specific artistic act can be 
understood as an autonomous act of artists against the Yu-
goslav ideology, the ideology marked in the art as socialist 
realism. The rebellious movement of Zadar group implies 
self-initiated pictoral research of the following artists: Petar 
Omčikus, Kosara Bokšan, Mića Popović, Vera Božičković, 
Bata Mihajlović, Ljubinka Jovanović and Mileta Andrejević. 

The coming into being of Zadar group is reflected in the 
need to think and create art outside the law of the ruling 
norms, to make it possible for artistic process to be 
achieved in the contact with nature, directly, without the su-
pervision of any academy or other cultural institutions of 
the state. It should be emphasized that even though their 
act was not centered around a political idea, it was a 
self-conscious and instinctive artistic action which opposed 
the after war art scene by refusing to be a part of it, it still 
had serious social consequences. This could offer a few 
models for thinking about when the autonomy of the artist 
is truly attainable, what conditions its sustainability, which 
factors are relevant for its realization, and finally, what the 
role of artists could be in the actualization of their own 
autonomy. 



Maja Flajsig, University of Zagreb

Nada Dimić: Politics of memory 
in visual production of 
(in)dependant culture

Although heroic figures of Yugoslav National Liberation 
Fight are nowadays nearly forgotten, some of them remain 
current. One of them is Nada Dimić, antifascist and feminist 
heroine, who died in a concentration camp at the gentle age 
of 18. Her legacy is preserved in public art and art in public 
spaces, even though contingent politics of memory after 
the 1990s tried to perform a certain damnatio memoriae of 
her figure 

Therefore, this paper is consisted, diachronically, out of 
three parts. The first part will consider visual vectors of 
memory that conditioned the remembrance of Nada Dimić 
as a heroic figure. Next part will examine the repercussions 
of Yugoslav politics of memory in public space, which will be 
considered as visual productions of dependent culture.The 
final part of this paper deals with the use of Nada Dimić 
symbol. After the 1990s and the creation of new politics of 
memory, Nada Dimić works at the level of symbol (not the 
character) in visual production of independent culture, op-
posed to the ruling tendencies, and represents anti-fascist, 
feminist and labor struggle.

The main purpose of this paper is to show that artistic au-
tonomy overcomes political surroundings. It comes from 
social situations and affects them while creating and trans-
forming narratives.  



Natalia Nowińska-Antoniewicz 
Nicolaus Copernicus University in Torun

When a sociologist reads comics – 
(quite)serious research on the 

most unserious of arts

Comics as a form of expression has been firmly holding its 
position in popular culture for decades. It has been creating 
numerous superheroes, inspiring movie industry, providing 
entertainment for several generations around the world, 
however, it has hardly ever been commonly considered 
anything more than lowbrow genre for masses.  Whereas 
nowadays European publishing market is becoming more 
and more open to graphic narrations that definitely do not 
fit these stereotypes – documentary and fact-based 
comics. What is more, their authors offer the audience not 
only entertainment but also unique kind of knowledge and 
anthropological evidence, in their works they often engage 
in kind of a dialogue with their imagined readers and en-
courage them to imagine themselves living in reality pre-
sented in comics. The main focus of the presentations will 
be Serbian alternative comics scene which emerged in the 
‘90s and consists mainly of fact-based narrations. At that 
time comics artists established a brand new scene by creat-
ing works that expressed their personal outlooks on current 
events and gave their readers not only artistic visions on 
armed conflicts in Yugoslavia and their aftermath but also 
presented testimony to everyday life in a time of historic 
turmoil. 



Iva Jovanović, University of Belgrade

Autonomy of photography 
in art and art institutions

Photography is a visual media that enables us to save im-
portant moments from history and even influence history, 
but it also keeps our personal memories which do not nec-
essarily have historical significance. At first, photography 
served as a document that would show an event captured 
in the past, and then later began to replace portrait paint-
ing. As time progressed and technology developed, photog-
raphy could be changed to not just represent the world 
around us, but it could also be manipulated to show some-
thing non-existing. As it dealt with imagination, it began to 
be used as a work of art. It was always compared to paint-
ing, and same as painting, it evolved from a document to a 
work of art. Photography liberated painting to depict alter-
native views of objects and scenes based on the impression 
of the painter. However, photography was seen as a threat 
to the art community, and the popular opinion was that 
photographers only reproduced how something looked like, 
without being able to do modifications in the process that 
would let them express emotions and thoughts like tradi-
tional artists did. But, like every innovation, photography 
had to undergo a rough road of proving its artistic value, 
besides its historical and documentary importance. And it 
did, undoubtedly.



Marija Čabarkapa, University of Belgrade

Autonomy in art: 
Can an art piece be independant?

Is there autonomy in art? Many scholars suggest that artists 
are independent in creating the art and that political situa-
tion in the country isn’t involved in process of creating 
works of art. The author of the paper believes the art can 
not have autonomy and it can never be separated from the 
time and political situation in which it was created.

In this paper, this thesis was explained on the example of 
two movies that were both created in Yugoslavia during the 
reign of Josip Broz Tito. The first movie was created to 
affirm the regime of the time – Battle on Neretva, directed 
by Veljko Bulajic in 1969. The second movie is its antipode 
and represents critic of the social and political situation in 
the country – When I am dead and white, directed by Zivojin 
Zika Pavlovic in 1967. 

The author of this paper will compare their budgets, explain 
the political situation in which they were made and will try to 
explain why are they important for Yugoslav movie history. 
Even though these movies are different and have different 
views on the regime of that time, they both changed the 
movie history. 



Roni Rengel, University of Zagreb

About relative autonomy of 
literary text

I am concerned about the differentia specifica of a literary 
text, potentially also philosophical text and myth/religious 
text in contrast to other existing species of text in their 
co-forming of the whole of the text's Being. Understand-
able,  with the notion given, if I want to talk about the auton-
omy of literature (philosophy, myth, religious texts, literary 
texts), I sure will not go in the direction of describing the ele-
ments of social production which condition the existence of 
certain types of thematization in literature, or eventual con-
textual conditions for the shape of literature. My interest will 
be focused around the pathway Russian 20th-century theo-
reticians of literature followed in the project of generating 
something we today know as the science of literature, liter-
ary science, theory of literature and comparative literature, 
and with the special focus on Tomashevsky, Bahtin and 
Lotman.



Aleksandar Prica, University of Belgrade

Hypothetical Intentionalism and
 Author's Semantic Intentions

In my paper, I will address the issue of the degree to which 
an author’s intention determines the meaning of a literary 
text. First, I will present the basic thesis of intentionalistic 
comprehension of a literary text posed by Eric Hirsch, i.e. 
the point of view that the meaning of a text is determined 
by the author’s intention. Also, I shall explain the four criteria 
that, according to Hirsch, an interpretation must meet.

Next, I shall present the critique of intentionalism posed by 
Beardsley and Wimsatt in their work “Intentional Fallacy“, 
as well as their position that a work contains a meaning au-
tonomous to an author’s intention. Afterward, I will disclose 
two leading opinions on literary interpretation: the actual 
and the hypothetical intentionalism. Utilizing the arguments 
of Gerald Lewinson, I shall demonstrate the primary traits 
of hypothetical intentionalism and its advantages over 
actual intentionalism. Furthermore, I shall also present the 
most common remarks given to supporters of hypothetical 
intentionalsim by the supporters of actual intentionalism: I 
shall also present Lewinson’s response to these remarks, 
and will also attempt to bolster that response.

I will also present Lewinson’s discussion with Steven Davids 
and Robert Stacker. Lastly, I shall analyze whether hypo-
thetical intentionalism will prove to fare better that actual 
intentionalism in practice.



Špela Grošelj, University of Istanbul

Autonomy of the Artwork and its Perception

On Neo-Ottoman Architecture
 in Turkey

The Ottoman Empire, created by Turkish tribes in Anatolia, 
was one of the largest empires known in the history. The 
end of the 15th and the first half of the 16th century are 
regarded as a peak of the Ottoman political power and art. 
This is the age of the Ottoman classical architecture and its 
master architect, Mimar Sinan.

In 1923 the Republic of Turkey was founded and Mustafa 
Kemal Ataturk envisioned it as `western` and `laic` which 
means quite the opposite of the Ottoman Empire.In the last 
years, however, one can notice the emergence of more and 
more buildings in so-called Neo-Ottoman style. This style 
predominates in the religious architecture, however, is not 
limited to it. One of the main characteristics of this style is 
that it takes architecture of the golden age of the empire as 
its model. This is more obvious in mosque architecture.

What is a role of the architect who duplicates mosque aes-
thetics and architecture which originates from the 16th cen-
tury but it’s made in the 21st century? Can such architect be 
autonomous? What about his artwork, in this case, the 
mosque itself – is it an artwork? Adrian Forty in his work A 
Vocabulary of Modern Architecture, states that a “history 
could be a source of strength to architects”, but at the same 
time, it also creates a problem, as it puts architects “under 
obligation” to create “historical architecture”.



Dušan Milanović, University of Belgrade

Starflower. Reading Ornament 
as Integral Part of the Edifice
in Second Half of XX Century

From the first traces of the written history of architecture, 
there are observations on position and function of orna-
ment. In XIX century typological treatises there is a distinc-
tion between ‘’free’’ and ‘’structural’’ ornament, in terms of 
its autonomy from the edifice. Interest in fantasy which fol-
lowed is characterized by Ákos Moravánszky as ‘’Dragon of 
Ornament’’. In Serbia, theme is present in writings of Valtro-
vić, Milutinović, Tanazević, and Bogdanović. In this paper, 
ornament is studied as an integral part of the edifice in 
three case studies from the second half of XX century. The 
first case study is ‘’Sun’’ rosette (1967), work of Dušan 
Džamonja on the façade of Youth Cultural Centre in Bel-
grade, read in form of the genealogy of ornament from the 
medieval Moravian rosette. The second case study is Twin 
tower, Western gate of Belgrade (1980) adorned with pas-
toral mural named ’’Song of Life’’. The third case study is a 
book ‘’The Circle on Four Corners’’ (1985) in which Bogdan 
Bogdanović wrote twenty-seven chapters on one phantas-
magoric city each, comparatively read in the paper with 
contemporary works on utopias and imaginary topos. Ar-
chaic and archetypal, the cosmological themes of these 
works are drawn from the geometry of an ancient figure, 
the circle. Together with the works of December group and 
Vasko Popa, they form dreamlike response to the horrors of 
war, influencing the creation of post-war visual and intellec-
tual identity in these areas.



Dimitra-Kyveli Barmpoudid, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

The example of “Phylax”: 
Cultural interpretation and

 means of representation in Art 

Phylax in Greek means protector. It is the name given to a 
public space sculpture that was placed on the borders of a 
municipality in Athens, in December 2017. As a result of its 
looks and its location, the artwork was torn down by fanat-
ics that found it offensive, only a month after its installation. 
Although the artist and the municipality that order it denied 
any connection with all the things that were said about the 
sculpture, the public opinion, as presented by the media, 
preserved a negative attitude. Having this as an example, 
this paper aims to focus on the idea of a common cultural 
interpretation that places different meanings on an artist’s 
work. 



Ines Žganec, University of Ljubljana

The role of the 
American abstract art 

in Documenta II exhibition

Documenta II  in Kassel (11. 7. – 11. 10. 1959) is one of the most 
crucial exhibitions in the second part of the 20th century. Its 
pioneering goals and presentation opened the path for 
future exhibitions of contemporary art and their deeper un-
derstanding. The paper will try to give an answer to two 
most important questions »What role did American ab-
stract art have in the Documenta II?« and, »Why American 
art dominated the exhibition when it was held in Europe?«

For understanding the complex story about this exhibition, 
one must realize that the show was not merely an isolated 
art event in the past, rather, the paper will argue that it was 
an outcome of political and social events in the 1950s. It is 
therefore not only vital from the art historical point of view, 
where it changed how people perceived abstract art and 
how curators managed to present the most concurrent 
pieces, but it is also quintessential for the shift in future exhi-
bitions of contemporary art, the art market and the usage 
of autonomous art as a powerful weapon in the ideological 
battle of  the Cold War between the former USSR and the 
USA. The thesis will show that the exhibitions' primal and 
clear aim was to overshadow socialist art and to celebrate 
abstract art  – and in subtle undertones, celebrate the free-
dom of choice, liberalism, and democracy –  the ideology of 
capitalism, with which American abstract art became 
almost synonymous with. 



Ines Abramović, University of Split

Autonomy of art, 
artists and art collectives from 

politics and political context

Autonomy from the political sphere and intentional non-in-
volvement in the occurrences of the political regime do not 
suggest that an artist or an art collective by themselves are 
not political to an extent. Nevertheless, the existence of a 
political form does not inherently suggest a form of activist 
art. This form of alternative art cannot be entirely autono-
mous no matter its policies since it is unequivocally a 
response to happenings in the society. However, autonomy 
does not equal anarchy, and artists’ autonomy from the po-
litical context in which they live does not mean they will not 
simply abandon regulations but create a sphere of their 
own, high-functioning rules.

Neue Slowensiche Kunst reflects the need of the Slovenian 
alternative art at the time to create their own new institution 
and depart from conservative institutions like museums; it is 
an autonomous cultural and artistic alliance with a spec-
trum of groups in visual art, music, and theatre that strives 
to manipulate the system and its ideologies, not by chang-
ing the real-life political state, but rather by creating a 
self-governed sphere. Art of the Neue Slowenische Kunst is 
due to their use of totalitarian and nationalist iconography 
oftentimes viewed as a form of political extremity, however, 
they often juxtapose such symbolism with motifs from 
modernism and contemporary art and have no interest in 
ultranationalistic movements and ideologies beyond the 
iconology itself.



Isidora Dragičević, University of Belgrade

Museum autonomy: 
Is it possible?

In this paper, on the example of the Museum of Contempo-
rary Art in Belgrade, I will try to prove that the autonomy of 
the institution of museum is currently impossible.

I will present how the museum was to serve as a tool for 
strengthening the Yugoslav national identity and confirm 
the integrity of Yugoslavia as a state, for it contained a set 
of artworks of 'moderate modernism' from all over Yugo-
slavia. I will also discuss that the political elite used the 
museum as a means of self-promotion, in order to make a 
juxtaposition: That of an old elite that deprives the people of 
culture and a new, benevolent one that opens museums for 
them. I will also be dealing with how museum’s permanent 
education program was used to disseminate aforemen-
tioned ideas. 

In the conclusion, I will compare the situation of the '70s and 
'80s to today's, showing that the museum is used for the 
same purposes still and that it can’t be separated from the 
social, economic and political system in which we live. In my 
opinion, the autonomy of the museum will only be possible 
if we manage to switch to a social order according to the 
principles of anarcho-communism, where, among other 
things, everyone that wishes to, will be free to participate in 
the work of the museums and the formation of their pro-
grams.



Ragnhild Elisabeth G. Stahl-Nielsen, 
University of Copenhagen

The feminist potential of
 virtual reality

This paper examines whether virtual reality has a potential 
of making it possible for female and gender minority artists 
to be more autonomous: Able to express opinions, experi-
ences, and feelings that they might not be able to express in 
the current male-dominated art market.

In this paper, ‘virtual reality’ refers to audiovisual headsets 
that display animated spaces or 360-degree videos. There 
is argued for the importance of including the perspective of 
women in art. At the same time, the problematics of articu-
lating and treating “women” as one homogenous group are 
emphasized. Gender is argued to be a cultural technique, 
using performative theory by Judith Butler and the theory 
of Sybille Krämer and Horst Bredekamp on cultural tech-
niques.

The development of interface technology is reviewed, refer-
ring to Lone Koefoed Hansen and Jacob Wamberg. The 
current state of virtual reality technology and the processes 
of making this type of art is examined focusing on the 
works ‘She’s Already Gone’ and ‘Dickgirl 3D(X)’. It is an ex-
pensive group effort, which makes the autonomy of the 
artist questionable.
The future potential of virtual reality art is discussed and 
related to Instagram art.



Xenia Brown Pallesen, University of Copenhagen

The Digitalizing of Art

This assignment discusses the global growing digital art 
market. It is argued that the conception of art as something 
solely aesthetic in a rather (the author's opinion) conserva-
tive art society in Europe, have to extend to the realization 
of the importance of a financial aspect, which the digital 
platforms highly are based on. One of the primary issues by
digitalizing the art market is the missing experience of the 
art piece. It is thereby argued that art needs to be seen, 
touched or witnessed before being able to get a grasp of it. 
When an art piece is being reduced to a picture on a screen, 
it is impossible to sense the true colors and the haptic expe-
rience of its presence. To structuralize the digital art market 
tree categories divided in order of the relationships be-
tween buyers (the beholders), the artists and the galleries is 
conducted: 1. the social art market, 2. the gallery depended 
art market and 3. the independent digital art market. In the 
different types of digital art markets, it is thereby argued, 
that there are different levels of autonomy. In relation to the 
future of the digitalizing of art, it is concluded that a combi-
nation of contemporary technology and a persistent focus 
of the visual qualities and social relations are necessary to 
proper development.



Kristina Vasić, University of Belgrade

Autonomy of art

The subject matter of this essay is the autonomy of art, 
which will be analyzed from Jungian perspective. What 
Jung had in mind with his notion of the independence of the 
artistic process is its freedom from the conscious mind of 
an artist, rather than its independence from the current 
social, political or cultural conditions. Art, according to Jung, 
is autonomous if it comes from deeper levels of human 
psyche, and that is unconsciousness. 

In order to test validity of Jung’s “autonomous complex”, I 
will be checking empirical reality of the art creation, by pro-
viding professional artists’ accounts of the creative process. 
Also, I will challenge the lay and deep-rooted idea of a close 
link between the artistic talent and mental illness, trying to 
see if the artistic process can be independent from the art-
ist’s psychological state. In Jung’view, art happens instead 
of and not because of potential illness of an artist. Addition-
ally, I am going to contrast his view with Freud’s, for whom 
an artwork is a sublimation of sexual drive or the product of 
neurosis. This idea was not acceptable to Jung, as he be-
lieved in the existence of not only sexual but also art com-
plex. 

Finally, I will try to argue that Jung’s view is more accurate 
in depiction of the artistic process than Freud’s and that his 
emphasis on the autonomy in art, although radical, de-
serves more attention from scholars in philosophy and psy-
chology of art.  



Luka Janeš, University of Zagreb

Autonomy of Psychoanalysis 
Between Therapy and Artwork – 

the Being of Urban Convex 
Represented through the 

Fall of Oeidepus

The cultorological heritage of psychoanalysis is widely 
known, as well as the phenomenon of the unconsciousness, 
Oedipus complex, archetypes, libido, suppression or the 
transfer, including the pervasive influence that psychoanal-
ysis has done at the beginning of the 20th century in the 
field of psychotherapy, and in the discourse on detabooisa-
tion of sexuality and ontology of urbanism.

In this presentation, I will try to present the basic lines of 
psychoanalytic doctrine – which are teleologically focused 
on the segments that are linked inseparably with the art 
and the spiritual autonomy that inevitably emerges from an 
artwork.

Furthermore, I will claim that the social role of art is primari-
ly therapeutic one and that a beneficial psychotherapy is, 
before everything, necessarily an art. Also, I will attempt to 
answer the following questions: using the psychoanalysis, 
can we penetrate through the core of creativity, of the 
emerging-one, self-bearing, and reach the autonomy of our 
Being? Or, is it taking us even further into the dark domains 
of the unconscious, filled with fear and fury which arise be-
cause of the impossibility of conscious, epistemically apt 
grasping of one's own completeness? And can we, through-
out artistic creativity, become autonomous and free in spite 
of the pressure of unconscious impulses that largely deter-
mine our movements and acts, and which plantings begin 
at the earliest childhood?



Sarka Lojdova, Charles University in Prague

The Autonomy and Oppression
 of Art in Arthur C. Danto’s  

“The Philosophical 
Disenfranchisement of Art”

The aim of my presentation is to consider the idea of the au-
tonomy from the point of view of the analytical philosopher 
Arthur C. Danto. I shall consider his essay “The Philosophical 
Disenfranchisement of Art”. In this essay, Danto asserts that 
art was oppressed by philosophy. Although the term autono-
my is not explicitly mentioned, it is present in the background. 
The essay seems provocative as Danto insists that aesthetics 
was designed as a means of disenfranchisement of art.I shall 
argue that he is wrong on this point. 

At first, I explain Danto’s idea of philosophical disenfranchise-
ment and sketch two strategies he distinguishes: ephemeral-
ization and takeover. I will pay more attention to the first strat-
egy because it is connected to the aesthetic experience. For 
the purpose of my argument, I consider Edward Bullough’s 
article “Psychical Distance as a Factor in Art and Aesthetic 
Principle” and I shall argue that the psychical distance is a 
means of engagement with art. Subsequently, I shall compare 
this interpretation with Danto’s. If my interpretation is correct, 
Danto’s argument that the aesthetics is a strategy of disen-
franchisement of art fails.



Anders Bille Petersen, Nils Bloch-Sorensen,
University of Copenhagen

Kunstangst - 
Anxiety as a Transformative State

All art has an element of indeterminacy. It does not hold a 
definite, unambiguous value or purpose, but rather consti-
tutes an interpretative crisis which incites the spectator to 
create meaning based on her individuality. We regard this 
intimate subjective relation as the very essence of artistic 
creation and consumption, and that which sets it apart from 
other man-made phenomena. We believe the artwork to be 
a collapse of stable signification, and that if you actively 
engage with this destabilization, it can prompt profound ex-
istential reflection and become a transformative 
experience.

As a designation for this state, we wish to propose the term 
kunstangst [art anxiety]. This term is rooted in the existen-
tialist concept of anxiety. The transfer of this concept will 
provide us with a new aesthetic tool to help us approximate 
the intensity at the heart of the aesthetic experience.

To this day, art historical discourse and curation are domi-
nated by Enlightenment ideals: the Kantian notion of disin-
terestedness, the canonization of knowledge in encyclope-
dias, and research practices founded in the natural scienc-
es. This legacy urges us to dispose of our individuality, 
either by putting ourselves in someone else’s place or by 
striving towards objectivity and repeatability. In contrast to 
this, we have chosen to investigate a more personal, inti-
mate relation between artwork and spectator.



Noa Morduch-Simonsohn, Bar-Ilan University

Minimal Art, Repetition 
and the claim for Autonomy

The aim of this paper is to explore the idea of autonomous 
art as it shows in minimal art of the 1960s. By focusing on 
one of its main features, namely the repetition of forms, I 
will analyze the conflict between the conception of modern 
art as autonomous on the one hand, and the failure to 
retain that autonomy on the other.Following Gilles Deleuze’s 
understanding of art as an expression of forces, I will show 
a way in which repetition of forms realizes the demand for 
the autonomy of art. At the same time, observing Deleuze’s 
use of art as a medium for the creation of new concepts, I 
will argue that these forms construct the concept of repeti-
tion and that this concept is not exterior to minimal art but 
is embodied in it. By concentrating on Donald Judd’s works 
of art, and by delving into Deleuze’s approach to art as well 
as to his opus on difference and repetition, I aim to nuance 
the aesthetic concept of repetition in minimal art from two 
disciplinary perspectives: the history of art and philosophy, 
thus redefine the interconnections between minimal art and 
the quest for autonomy.



George Gaiko, Oryol State University

End of logocentrism

The problem of human cognition is one of the main philo-
sophical problem. The answer to the question“how a man 
thinks”, is to allow us to point the way to answers to other 
questions of philosophy. One of the most striking conjec-
tures in the history of philosophy has been the understand-
ing that man cannot understand some categories (or phe-
nomena). For example, the category is “nothing” or “infini-
ty”.

How to understand what can not be understood? Is this 
possible in principle? Where are the boundaries of the mind 
and why do they exist? Philosophers are still seeking theo-
retical and logical answers... But the artists have already 
found them. The whole history of art from the middle of the 
nineteenth century, through the middle of the twentieth, is 
an example of a struggle against the limitations that reason 
places on a person.Sometimes this struggle was not real-
ized, and sometimes the fine arts acted as an instrument of 
this struggle. Fine art for the first time found the boundaries 
of the mind and logic of man, called the term logocentrism. 
Art tried to overcome them. Highly successful. The purpose 
of our article is to show how the art of art overcomes logo-
centrism.



Milica Jovanović, Sonja Glišić, 
University of Belgrade

Autonomy 
of the aesthetic value of art:

  from Ingres to Newman

Is there a connection between the presumably neoclassical 
works of Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres and Barnett 
Newman’s abstract expressionism? Perhaps not at first, but 
after delving a little deeper into the subject - it seems that 
Ingres’ influence is actually considerable. By emphasizing 
the formal elements of a painting and depicting rather un-
naturalistic figures, Ingres produced an art form that defied 
all academic expectations and existed purely ’’for its own 
sake“.A century later, Barnett Newman’s color-filed paint-
ings seemed to have offered a modernistic approach to 
Ingres’ highly aesthetic,l’art pour l’art vision.Newman 
thought that Ingres was completely unconcerned with pre-
cision or illusionism, that he merely used drawing as a 
means to separate different fields of colour and as such 
was the true antecedent of abstract expressionism.Which 
brings us to the focus of this paper: could we agree, even 
partly, with Newman’s interpretation? Could Ingres really be 
the forerunner of abstract art?After examining the nature 
of Ingres’ paintings and the full extent of their autonomy 
and aesthetic value, we will attempt to identify the elements 
that influenced Newman and other artists that reimagined 
the nineteenth-century idea of l’art pour l’art and translated 
it to twentieth-century modernism.



Dorijan Dobrić, University of Belgrade

Autonomy of artwork

One singular artwork is completely separated and ontologi-
cally independent from its creator: artist and his work, once 
artwork is created, have nothing in common and no relation 
whatsoever. Artwork then begins its new life, which, by the 
words of Wolfgang Iser, “alive only when it is read”. First of 
all, every artwork is physically separated from an artist, 
statement that renders trivial in the notion of arts such as 
painting or music composing; however, in the arts of acting 
and dancing that requires further elaboration, to see how 
exactly is the actor or dancer – himself or herself, as a 
person, is physically separated from their performance: I 
shall argue that there is a strict and discordant difference 
between those two: actor and his performance, dancer, and 
his performance.

Furthermore, after discussing physical separation, it is 
required to move on to a more difficult matter: by the words 
of Roman Ingarden: “literary artwork is not autonomous by 
its existence but heteronomous and purely intentional 
object, with its own basics in creative acts of author’s con-
sciousness.” I shall argue that Ingarden is wrong by general-
ly claiming these three counterstatements: 1. literary art-
work is autonomous; 2. literary artwork is not purely inten-
tional object, it is more than that; 3. literary artwork is based 
in consciousness of author, and that is what his conscious-
ness is: a base and beginning during the creative process of 
artwork – once it is created, it begins a completely new life, 
independent of an author. This view on art that I defend can 
be called radical formalism.

Obviously, Ingarden has in mind only literature, however, 
this idea of the autonomy of artwork put against Ingarden’s 
statements will be applied to all arts: music, film, poetry etc.



Romulo Eisinger Guimaraes,
Federal University of Santa Maria/ 

Friedrich Schiller University of Jena

About authorship, reception and socio-historical 
materiality on artworks.

How Autonomus can Art be?

To outline some problematic aspects of the conception, ac-
cording to which an artwork is autonomous, is the aim of 
this brief essay. Based on the contributions of Enunciation 
Semantics, Discourse Analysis, Reception Aesthetics and 
Reader-response Criticism, it will be tried to evidence, if not 
the unsustainability, at least the fragility of the idea that an 
artwork could have, at all, a so-evoked autonomy. Resort-
ing to what, consciously or unconsciously, is at stake in the 
production and reception of an artwork, this short essay 
aims to show that both development and enjoyment are 
activities performed by people, who occupy certain so-
cio-historical positions, and this could be enough to com-
promise – twice – a presumed autonomy: at the attribution 
of meaning (ideological affiliation) on the side of its produc-
er, and in the signification (interpretation) on the side of the 
receiver. In other words, the fact that an artwork cannot be 
detached from the idea that it is someone's product and the 
fact that each reception implies a decision on the senses 
that the receiver assigns to the artwork lead us to ponder 
whether and to what extent the notion of an autonomous 
artwork can still be sustained.



Nataša Mijailović, University of Belgrade

Isolationism and Contextualism

Let’s say that you are reading a poem. Does the meaning lie 
in what the poet had intended to express, or does it lie in the 
comprehension of the audience?

Discussion on different approaches towards interpretation 
of a work of art is what answers this question. By giving a 
justified theory of interpretation it would be possible to de-
termine a valid method for unrevealing the meaning of 
each artistic creation.

There are at least two different views on interpretation in 
aesthetics. First one is Anti-Intentionalistic theory derived 
out of the wider aesthetic approach known as Isolationism, 
born with aesthetics of Immanuel Kant. For anti-intentional-
ist, the meaning of a piece of art lies on the side of an aes-
thetic subject: perception of the form and the impression 
that remains are the main criteria for understanding of an 
art object. On the other hand, there is a theory known as 
Intentionalism, derived from the Hegelian aesthetic ap-
proach. Here, the artist is the one who determines the 
meaning of a piece – his intentions, biography and/or his-
torical background of the creation.This aesthetic view is 
named Contextualism.

The reconciliation of these two approaches may be possi-
ble, which shall be the conclusion of my presentation.
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